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CNBC reports that Apple has hired longtime Trump ally Jeffrey Miller as a lobbyist in order to try and avoid tariffs planned by
the U.S. Government. ... Apple hires pro-Trump lobbyist Jeffrey Miller in its latest attempt to avoid trade tariffs ... Apple is
hoping to avoid the next round of tariffs in the U.S.-China trade .... Apple hires pro-Trump lobbyist as it tries to avoid U.S.
import tariffs on ... by December if the United States and China don't come to a deal that .... Apple hires pro-Trump lobbyist as
it tries to avoid U.S. import tariffs on China ... Apple CEO Tim Cook laughs with U.S. President Donald Trump as the news ....
Apple hires pro-Trump lobbyist as it tries to avoid U.S. import tariffs on China. [2019-11-15 00:48:35]. Apple has hired one of
President Donald Trump's closest .... Prior to the meeting, Apple hired a new Republican lobbyist ... ... On Tuesday Patently
Apple posted a report titled "President Trump will reportedly Tour Apple's Mac Pro Plant in Texas as ... Trump as he seeks
further relief for Apple from U.S. tariffs on imports from China and will be cited by Trump as part of ....
https://www.cnbc.com/2019/11/14/apple-hires-pro-trump-lobbyist-as-it-tries-to-avoid-tariffs-on-iphones.html Apple has hired
one ... It did not disclose the specific nature of Miller's role as it pertains to various trade hurdles. ... motion by December if the
United States and China don't come to a deal that would .... Apple hires pro-Trump lobbyist because it tries to keep away from
tariffs on ... govt officer of Apple Inc., heart, speaks whereas U.S. President Donald Trump, ... in China and it has already
prevented import tariffs on elements which might be .... OPEC tries to force Russia into deeper cuts as oil price slumps ... A
20-month trade war between the U.S. and China came to a head this week as a key deadline looms. ... Chinese officials expect
U.S. President Donald Trump to delay the ... If Apple manages to avoid this next round of tariffs, Cook's lobbying .... Apple
hires pro-Trump lobbyist because it tries to keep away from tariffs on ... U.S. President Donald Trump, proper, hear throughout
an American ... are assembled in China and it has already prevented import tariffs on .... Mike Elrod voted for Donald Trump in
2016, hoping for a break from tight ... Companies have moved manufacturing out of China — and it has ... Number of Clients
Lobbying on Tariffs and Trade Nearly Highest on Record ... the U.S. National Tool's request was denied, so it had to keep
eating the 25% tariff.. Apple hires pro-Trump lobbyist as it tries to avoid tariffs on iPhones ... tariffs when importing Apple
products from China etc. to the United States, .... Apple hires pro-Trump lobbyist to win it a good deal on China tariffs ... Apple
has hired a pro-Trump lobbyist to lobby on its behalf to help it avoid tariffs. ... Apple is trying to get its products excluded from
a round of tariffs which ... import duties on the components used to make Mac Pro devices at its Austin, .... BRIEF-Apple Hires
Pro-Trump Lobbyist As It Tries To Avoid Tariffs On iPhone Parts And ... US-China Trade-War: Market to Warship all in a
Day.. Apple hires pro-Trump lobbyist as it tries to avoid U.S. import tariffs on China ... Apple has hired one of President
Donald Trump's closest allies in Washington, .... Apple hires pro-Trump lobbyist as it looks to avoid tariffs on iPhone parts and
... How Apple CEO Tim Cook won over Trump amid a trade war ... by December if the United States and China don't come to
a deal that would end .... The iPhone maker has been able to navigate the trade tariffs unscathed, ... Apple's stock hit an all-time
high in October after Trump said the U.S. and China ... tour of an Austin, Texas, Apple plant that produces its Mac Pro
computer. ... the president himself, Apple recently hired Jeffrey Miller, a Trump ally and .... The European Union is trying to
clinch a mini trade deal with the U.S. by ... attack would be the real news out of President Donald Trump's visit to India. ... to
act this session to address the WTO issue in order to avoid retaliatory tariffs that ... on the EU's prospective retaliation list,
including wine, coffee, apples, .... Apple is leaning on a close ally of Donald Trump to help it avoid ... the US and China come
to an agreement that ends the ongoing trade war.. Apple hires pro-Trump lobbyist to assist in China tariff battle ... Trump, to
help in its ongoing battle to avoid fallout from the China-U.S. trade war.. President Trump, China's Vice Premier Liu sign trade
deal. BRIEF-Apple Hires Pro-Trump Lobbyist As It Tries To Avoid Tariffs On iPhone Parts ... ac183ee3ff 
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